RGD-Targeted Liposome Binding and Uptake on Breast Cancer Cells Is Dependent on Elastin Linker Secondary Structure.
The linker between the targeting moiety and the nanoparticle is often overlooked when engineering targeted drug delivery vehicles. We hypothesized that pH-triggered conformational changes of an elastin-like peptide (ELP) linker, with repeating VPGVG sequences, could alter the binding affinity of the well-established targeting moiety arginine-glycine-aspartic acid (RGD), which is known to enhance the delivery of nanoparticles to tumor cells via integrin overexpression. The pH change from blood (pH 7.4) to the tumor environment (pH 6) was used to elicit a conformational change in the ELP linker, as described by circular dichroism. Atomic force microscopy confirmed that RGD-ELP resulted in stronger adhesion to both MDA-MB-231 and HCC1806 breast cancer cells at pH 6 relative to pH 7.4. No change in adhesion force was measured as a function of pH for the non-neoplastic MCF-10A cell line and the nontargeting GDR-ELP peptide. This translated to significant binding and uptake of RGD-ELP modified liposomes at pH 6.0 relative to pH 7.4. These results indicate that the pH-triggered conformational structure of the ELP linker shifts RGD-mediated cancer cell targeting from non-active (pH 7.4) to active (pH 6). The reversible shift in ELP secondary structure may be used to engineer targeted drug delivery vehicles with tunable uptake.